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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

 This study involved mathematical modeling of turbine generator simulator (TGS) and speed governing system for Fast 

Breeder Reactor (FBR). All steam turbine system utilize governor controlled valves at the inlet to the turbine to control the steam 

flow. The previously developed FBR  and Pressurized water reactors (PWR) mathematical models (by author) [1] were connected 

to the same Turbine-generator model and controlled by the same method of control. Then a comparison between the dynamic 

performance transient response of  FBR and PWR controlled plants were considered in two cases, load demand perturbation and 

reactivity perturbations. The steam chest and inlet piping to the turbine cylinder introduce delays between valve movement and 

change in the steam flow. The results show that the model is capable of simulating the dynamic transient response for  FBR in two 

cases, load demand perturbation and reactivity perturbations.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 The previously developed FBR  and PWR mathematical models (by author) [1] involved rigorous   mathematical models 

and developed of software powerful  enough to study both normal and heavy transits of FBR  and PWR dynamic performance. 

These models based  on lumped parameters technique which assumes average system parameters over defined lumps. This 

approach gives moderate internal information of the system depending on the number of lumps used with reasonable accuracy at 

moderate computer time and cost. In addition, the previously developed FBR  and PWR mathematical models  included 

neutronics core heat transfer, piping, heat exchanger and steam generator [1] 

 

      In this study both the previously developed FBR and PWR simulators [1] are connected to the same turbine generator 

mathematical model (TGS) and speed governing system. Simple turbine-generator mathematical model simulator (TGS) as well 

as the coupling with the FBR and PWR power plant models are presented [1[. Thus it is possible to study the effect of the 

reactivity change on the uncontrolled and controlled  Systems as well as the effect of load demand change on those two systems. 

 

2.  Turbine Generator Mathematical Model (TGS Simulator) 

        All steam turbine systems utilize governor controlled valves at the inlet to the turbine to control steam flow as shown in Fig. 

(1). The steam chest and inlet piping to the turbine cylinder. Introduce delays between valve movement and change in steam flow.  

 

 
Fig. (1): Simplified diagram for turbine generator unit 
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The Turbine power is calculate from the following equation: 

 

 

 Where: 

 

 P = the turbine power actuating the shaft, MW, 

 WMW = steam work rate, MW, 

            =  2.931 x 10
-7

   WBT, 

WBT = steam work rate, BTU/hr, 

           = η (hva-hEX) wva                                                                                                              (2) 

              η  = turbine effective efficiency, 

              hEX=exhaust enthalpy, 

             T=turbine time constant (a typical value for a non-reheat turbine is ~0.5 sec), 

             hva=steam enthalpy at pressure Pva and temperature Tva(calculated from Table(1))  

                   hva=h(Tva , Pva)                                                                                                         (3) 

 

         Taking into consideration that the output steam from FBR steam generator is superheated steam, while in PWR system is dry 

saturated steam [1]. 

    Tva can  be calculated from the energy conservation of the pipe line between exit of steam generator (so2) and turbine control 

valve (va) : 

where: 

 

Wso2 = steam flow rate at the exit of the steam generator, 1b/hr/three loops, 

Msv= mass of steam in the section of the pipe lines extending from the exit of the steam generator to the turbine- flow control 

valves (1bm/three loops), 

Pva  is obtained as follows : 

Let:   Pvb=the pressure behind the turbine control valve (cv), psi, 

         Pvb=Avb .(Wva / Nv )                                                                                                             (5)   

Where: 

      Avb =constant, 

      Nv =the number of the turbine control valves (normally 4), 

     Wva =turbine flow, 1bm/hr 

   To minimize the number of numerical tables in the simulator, PEX (exhaust pressure) is assumed it to remain constant at 1 psi 

consequently hEX will depend on XEX (turbine exhaust quality), which in turn depends on Sva , where : 
 
           Sva = S ( Pva , Tva )                                                                                                             (6) 

 

where: 

           

S ( Pva ,Tva ) = steam entropy at pressure Fva and temperature Tva . 

  For adiabatic expansion of the steam in the turbine at exhaust pressure PEX : 

          SEX =Sva                                                                                                 (7) 

          SEX =Sf  + Sfg  XEX                                                                                                                 (8) 

          hEX = hf  + hfg XEX                                                                                                                  (9) 

     

where: 

 

SEX = Exhaust entropy, BTU/ 
0
F , 

hfg =latent heat for exhaust pressure, BTU / 1b, 

Sf ,  Sfg  , hf  , hfg  and Sva calculated from steam table at PEX and listed in Table (1) for both FBR and PWR systems. 
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         The turbine upgraded results for LMFBR (900 MW) can be obtained simply by changing the values of the given parameters 

(for 380 MW) by the ratio (900/380) . The turbine design data, parameters and state variables for both FBR (380 MW) and PWR 

(900 MW) are listed in Table (1) . 

   Applying Newton`s second law of mechanics to the turbine generator rotary system , the following equation is obtainable : 

 

 

 

Where: 

 

    Ws = Turbine generator shaft speed, (rad/sec), 

      I = inertia of the turbo generator (1bf  . ft . sec
2
 /rad

2
 ) ,  

     a = conversion factor , 

        = 7.376 x 10
5
 , (1bf .ft / MW) , 

     P = the turbine power actuating the shaft, MW, 

     Pf = the frictional power losses, (neglected), MW,  

    PeL = electrical power losses in the generated damper (neglected), MW, 

     Pe =the electrical power generated assumed constant, MW. 

 

Table 1. Turbine design data, Parameters and State Variables of  a 380 MWe LMFBR and a 900 MWe PWR 

 

Parameters: FBR PWR 

Design Data : 

P, MW 380 900 

Wva,1bm /hr 3.34 x 10
6
 6.1275 x 10

6
 

Pe,MW 380 900 

Design parameters: 

hva, BTU/1bm 1430.577 1106.1 

Sva ,BTU/
0
F 1.5605 1.4019 

hf ,BTU/1bm 69 69.73 

hfg ,BTU/1bm 1036.1 1036.1 

Sf ,BTU/
0
F 0.1313 0.1326 

Sfg ,BTU/
0
F 1.8487 1.8455 

PEX ,psi 1 1 

XEX 0.771 0.771 

hEX , BTU/1bm 870.273 870.3 

State variables: 

ws , rad/sec. 314 314 

P ,MWe 380 900 

Tva ,
0
F 900 534.5 

 

 

3.  SPEED-GOVERNING SYSTEM 

           

 It is assumed that all turbine control is accomplished by means of governor controlled valves. The speed governing 

system adjusted the steam flow into the turbine in response to changes in shaft speed. The speed governing system includes the 

speed governor, speed changer speed control mechanism, and governor controlled valves.  In this work it is assumed that the 

speed governing system is of the mechanical hydraulic type MHC. 

       All steam turbine systems utilize governor controlled valves, at the inlet to the high pressure turbine, to control steam flow. 

The steam chest and inlet piping to the turbine cylinder introduce delays between valve movement and change in steam flow. The 

pressure variation at the valves may be significant in simulating disturbance which results in frequency changes. Between the 

governor controlled valves and the high pressure turbine there is a steam bowl or chest as shown in Fig. (2-A). This vessel 
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introduces a time delay between changes in valve steam flow and steam flow in the high pressure turbine. The mathematical 

model of Fig.(2-B) shows this effect as the time constant TCH .  

The internal boiler pressure, PSG ,is assumed constant over the study interval while the input to the governor controlled valves, PT , 

is a variable pressure . The parameters KPD is a pipe drop coefficient. The flow into the steam chest is given by; 
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                     Fig. (2): Steam chest and high pressure piping representations 

         (A)  Functional block diagram 

           (B)  Approximate nonlinear model 

    

4.  RESULTS AND COMPARISON 

         

        The previously developed computer program that was constructed by author to simulate the FBR model is used together with 

the code that have been developed previously for PWR model (by author) [1]  to study the following : 

1. The effect of load demand change on the dynamic performance of PBR and PWR controlled plants. 

2. The effect of reactivity insertion on the mechanical power of the uncontrolled and controlled nuclear units (FBR and 

PWR) and consequently on the frequency. 

The results are summarized in the following sections: 

 

4.1 Effect of load demand perturbation 

      

         Fig. (3) [A,B,C,D] illustrates the controlled plants (FBR and PWR) transient response to a 5% step increase in electrical 

load. This perturbation causes the turbine to be overloaded by the amount of imposed demand and so the unit speed will then 

decrease thereby the system frequency will then decrease in proportion to turbine speed. This speed reduction causes the 

speed relay to be energized  and a signal is transmitted to the hydraulic servomotor which operates the control valve. The 

steam flow to the high pressure cylinder follows the increase in the valve opening but lagging behind it due to the effect of the 

steam chest. The mechanical power will increase with the increase of the valve opening till it reaches a steady state value. 

Due to the increase in the temperature difference between the input and output nozzles of the reactor vessel, the nuclear 

power will be increased to meet the increase in the electrical load demand. Consequently, the fuel temperature will be 

increased. 
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(A)                                    (B) 

       

 
(C)                                             (D) 

Fig. (3) [A,B,C,D] Controlled plants (FBR and PWR) transient response to a 5%  

step increase in electrical load ( n = normalized reactor power, TF = Fuel temperature). 

         

      As shown from Fig. (3) the FBR power response to a step increase in load demand is slower than that of PWR . This can 

be attributed to the presence of an intermediate loop in FBR. 

 

4.2 Effect of reactivity change on mechanical power of uncontrolled and controlled units: 

 

4.2.1 Uncontrolled plants (no speed governing system) : 

       

  Figure (4) illustrates the uncontrolled plant transient responses of FBR and PWR following a negative reactivity insertion 

of 60 cent 

                                                                                                                        

 
(A)                                    (B)  
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(c)                                                   (D) 

Fig.(4)  [A,B,C,D] response to a 60￠ reduction in external reactivity of the FBR and PWR uncontrolled systems 

        

           In Fig. (4) [A,B,C,D], the FBR and PWR system nuclear power responses show that the first effect on the primary side is 

sensed as rapid decreases in power generated due to the external reactivity decrease.  Decreasing the coolant temperature inside 

the core followed by decreasing the upper plenum and lower plenum temperature are also detected. In FBR simulator, the rapid 

increase of power follow the initial rapid reduction due to feedback reactivity and then slow decrease of power follows that rapid 

increase. In PWR simulator, the rapid increase of the nuclear power generated following its initial rapid reduction jump, is due to 

the large feedback reactivity. This rapid increase is followed by a relatively slower increase of power due to the decrease in 

magnitude of the feedback reactivity till the power reaches a steady state value. The fuel temperature in FBR and PWR is 

decreased due to the power decrease as shown in Fig. (4).  Moreover, the response of the FBR is slower than that of the PWR due 

to the presence of the intermediate loop in FBR system. 

 

4.2.2 Controlled plants : 

      

          Fig.(5) [A,B,C,D] shows the controlled plants transient responses of the FBR and PWR for a 60 cent step decrease in the 

external reactivity. The effect on the primary side of FBR and PWR for a 60 cent step decrease in the external reactivity. 

                                                                    

        
(A)                             (B) 

 

                        
(C)                                     (D) 
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Fig.(5) response to a 60 ￠ reduction in external reactivity of the FBR and PWR controlled systems 

  The effect on the primary side of FBR and PWR is shown in Fig,(5), the power generated and fuel temperature responses 

were as decreased in section (a) , but the final change of the PWR nuclear power and fuel temperature have returned to their 

steady state value due to the effect of speed governing system and feedback. The FBR power returned to steady state more slowly 

compared with the PWR case due to presence of the intermediate loop in FBR system and the inherent stability property of PWR. 

The effect of speed governing system on PWR and FBR mechanical power and frequency responses is rapid, since the turbine 

power and frequency changes are controlled as shown in Fig. (5), but the FBR turbine power and frequency responses are lagging 

and slower than those of PWR due to the presence of intermediate loop in FBR system. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

       

         In this work a Turbine Generator Simulator (TGS) was developed. Then the two previously developed FBR and PWR 

simulators (by author) [1] were connected to the same TGS and controlled by the speed governing system. The FBR and PWR 

simulators were successfully applied to assess the role of the speed governing system which provides TGS control during all 

phases of operation in FBR and PWR nuclear power plant controlled simulators. 

     In the case of load demand perturbation, results showed that the controlled FBR power response are slower  than those of the 

controlled PWR power due to the presence of the intermediate loop , and the perturbation is coming from the secondary side. 

  In the case of the controlled plants transient response of FBR and PWR for a 60 cent decrease in the external reactivity, 

the FBR power  returned to steady state more slowly compared with PWR case due to presence of the intermediate loop in FBR 

system and inherent stability property of PWR reactor than FBR  due to the large negative PWR feedback reactivity. 
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